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ABSTRACT
The roughness of the sea surface can be affected by strong currents. Here, long records of surface wave
heights from buoy observations in the northeastern Pacific Ocean are examined. The data show the influence
of tidal currents, but the first evidence of wave-height modulation (up to 20%) at a frequency that is slightly
higher than the local inertial frequency is also found. This finding shows the effect on surface waves of nearinertial currents, which are typically the most energetic currents in the open ocean. The result has implications
for wave forecasting but also provides valuable information on the frequency, strength, and intermittency of
the associated near-inertial motions.

1. Introduction
The height of ocean surface waves is largely a function
of wind speed, duration, and fetch (Holthuijsen 2007),
and potential long-term trends in wave height might be
a tool for monitoring climate change (Young et al. 2011).
Ambient currents on various time scales can change
the amplitude, direction, and frequency of ocean surface waves (Holthuijsen 2007). Regions with persistent
strong currents, such as the Agulhas Current off the east
coast of South Africa, are known as areas of extreme
waves (Lavrenov 1998), and wave-height modulations
of up to 50% observed in the shallow North Sea have
been linked to tidal currents (Tolman 1990). In the open
ocean, near-inertial motions, which propagate away from
the surface and play a critical role in maintaining the
ocean’s abyssal stratification, can be dominant and may
reach speeds of up to 0.5 m s21 (Thomson et al. 1998;
Park et al. 2005). However, their interaction with the
surface wave field has not previously been reported.
Routine wave observations in the northeastern Pacific
Ocean started in the 1970s. A network of operational
wave buoys covers open-ocean and coastal locations off
Canada and the United States. Standard meteorological
data and wave-field parameters are reported hourly, and
the time series are archived by the Integrated Science
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Data Management (http://www.meds-sdmm.dfo-mpo.gc.
ca/isdm-gdsi/waves-vagues/index-eng.htm) and the National Data Buoy Center (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/)
for Canadian and U.S. locations, respectively. Technical
modifications of the buoy hardware and the data processing present challenges for long-term trend analyses
but do not affect data quality over time scales of hours
to days (Gemmrich et al. 2011). Here, we analyze wave
buoy records from six locations in the open ocean, about
700 km offshore, and two near-shore locations (Fig. 1a) for
the period of January 1988–December 2008. We focus
on records of the significant wave height Hs 5 4s,
where s is the standard deviation of the surface elevation. The Hs values obtained by the buoys are based
on an observation length of 34 min (Canadian buoys)
and 20 or 40 min (U.S. buoys) and are reported hourly.

2. Spectral content of wave-height records
At the six offshore locations, the power spectra of Hs
have a maximum at low frequencies (Fig. 1b), corresponding to fluctuations at the typical synoptic time
scale of weather systems of several days (Fissel et al.
1976). In addition, all spectra show a small peak at
the semidiurnal tidal frequency M2 and a well-defined
larger peak at a somewhat smaller frequency that is different for each location. In each spectrum, this peak occurs at a frequency that is approximately 2% higher than
the local inertial frequency f 5 2V sinf, where V is the
rotation frequency of the earth and f is the latitude
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2012). The currents are first generated by passing storm
systems but are then subject to the Coriolis force and
rotate in the anticyclonic direction at a rate corresponding to the local inertial frequency. Their frequency is
shifted slightly higher because of the effect of a finite
horizontal scale k21, where k is the horizontal wavenumber of the inertial wave. In regions with large-scale
circulation, the frequency of near-inertial currents is also
modified by the relative vorticity z of the large-scale
background currents (Kunze 1985; D’Asaro 1995). Hence,
the near-inertial current frequency v is given by
v 5 ( f 2 1 c2n k2 )1/2 1 z/2,

FIG. 1. Wave observations in the northeastern Pacific. (a) Position and name of stations. (b) Weighted power spectrum of significant wave heights, sampled at 1-h intervals. (c) Observed peak
frequency in the inertial band vpeak vs local inertial frequency f for
the same stations as in (b) and for C46206 (brown open triangle).

(Fig. 1c). These peaks track the latitudinal dependence
of f remarkably well.
Because there are no corresponding peaks in spectra
of wind speed, these results suggest the influence of
near-inertial surface currents. Moreover, the frequency
shift (12%) that we have found for the offshore wave
records is consistent with that found for near-inertial
currents observed at nearby station P (Alford et al.

Fig(s). 1 live 4/C

(1)

where cn is the phase speed of the nth vertical mode.
Near-inertial currents are typically dominated by the
first mode, for which c1 ’ 2.2 m s21 in the northeastern
Pacific (Chelton et al. 1998). This implies that k21 ’
100 km if the frequency shift is 2% of f and z is small.
The horizontal scale will be less if there is a mix of
modes.
The spectrum of the Hs record from C46206, located
in the open Pacific but just 25 km from shore, also
shows a single sharp peak (Fig. 2a), although closer to
the local inertial frequency (10.8%; Fig. 1c). This result is a little surprising because it implies a very large
horizontal scale k21 for the near-inertial motions despite the proximity of the coast. It is likely that the anticyclonic shear of the local mean northward current,
with z/2 ’ 20.01f, shifts the effective inertial frequency
lower. Local vorticity may also account for the small
frequency shift at C46184.
The other coastal station, C46145, is located roughly
100 km from the open Pacific in Dixon Entrance, a strait
that is oriented east–west. It is approximately 200 km
long but only 40 km wide and thus is not favorable for
the generation of strong near-inertial currents. The power
spectrum of the Hs time series shows no signal at the
local inertial frequency, but there is a significant peak
at the M2 tidal frequency (Fig. 2b) and a much smaller
second peak at its first harmonic, presumably as a consequence of wave interaction with the nearly rectilinear
semidiurnal tidal currents of up to 0.6 m s21 (Foreman
2004). The wind speed spectra at C46145 and C46206
(Fig. 2d) have a peak at the diurnal frequency but not
at the semidiurnal or inertial frequencies, indicating
that the relevant process for the wave modulation is
the interaction between waves and currents rather than
local wind forcing.
Although wave-height modulations by these periodic
currents are clearly evident in the Hs power spectra,
their contribution to the overall variance of the wave
height is small. For a typical offshore station, C46036,
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FIG. 2. Spectral content of wave-height and wind speed fluctuations at coastal stations. (a) Power spectrum of significant wave
heights at location C46206 (La Perouse Bank, on the continental
shelf facing the open ocean). (c) Corresponding spectrum of wind
speed observations. (b),(d) As in (a),(c) but for location C46145
(Dixon Entrance, a tidal channel). The dashed lines depict the
semidiurnal tidal frequency.

the extra variance in the near-inertial peak in the Hs
spectrum, above that in a smooth underlying spectrum,
is 0.003 m2. The total Hs variance is made up of 1.7 m2
from the integral of the underlying spectrum, corresponding to Hs fluctuations at all other frequencies,
plus 8.3 m2, which is the square of the mean significant
wave height. Thus, the extra variance in the near-inertial
peak in the Hs spectrum is just 0.03% of the background
variance of Hs, and the average root-mean-square (rms)
modulation of the wave height by near-inertial currents is
just 2%. For a sinusoidal signal, the peak of the wave
modulation is 21/2 times the rms modulation, corresponding to a mean wave-height modulation of about
3%. This value is based on the average contribution of the
inertial band throughout the entire record length. Because
near-inertial currents occur only intermittently, the wave
modulation by the currents is sometimes much larger than
the average value.
To extract the time-varying signal within the inertial
band, we used complex demodulation, centered at the local inertial frequency with a bandwidth of 2.1 rad day21.
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FIG. 3. Modulation of significant wave height within the internal
wave band HIB at station C46036, (a) normalized by its time-mean
value hHIBi and (b) relative to the total significant wave height Hs.

Figure 3a shows that wave-height modulation in the
inertial band HIB is largest during winter months and
can frequently reach values of 4–6 times the average
value hHIBi. The average contribution of wave-height
modulation energy within the inertial band hHIB/Hsi
is about 4%, consistent with the estimate of 3% for
hHIBi/hHsi obtained from the power spectrum. However, this fraction frequently reaches values of up to
5 times the average value (Fig. 3b).
The open-ocean spectra shown in Fig. 1b also show
a small peak at the tidal M2 frequency. In principle the
tidal currents are sufficiently predictable that a comparison
with wave modulation in the time domain should
be possible, but in practice uncertainties in global tidal
models in this offshore region make this comparison
unreliable. Furthermore, for the open-ocean locations
the Hs variance in the tidal band is much less than that
in the inertial band. There is no peak in the spectrum
at the shelf location C46206 (Fig. 2a) at either the
diurnal or semidiurnal tidal frequencies, possibly because the waves are generally propagating orthogonal to
the (tidal) currents. The extra variance in the inertial peak
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FIG. 4. Wave-height modulations by tidal currents at C46145
(central Dixon Entrance) during (a) low sea states and (b) higher
sea states. Shown are fluctuations in significant wave height (red)
and east–west component of the barotropic tidal current (blue).
Wave-height data during periods of easterly winds are removed.

at C46206 is a fraction of 0.064% of the background
(4.7 m2 from mean Hs plus 1.2 m2 from the variance),
implying an rms modulation of the Hs of 3%. As for the
offshore stations, a comparison in the time domain is
not possible.
In the tidal channel (C46145), the extra variance in the
semidiurnal peak in the wave spectrum, above that in
a smooth underlying spectrum, is 0.003 m2. This is a
fraction of 0.09% of the background made up of the
square 2.6 m2 of the mean wave height plus the variance
0.9 m2 of the underlying spectrum, indicating a mean
wave-height modulation of about 4%. However, individual Hs fluctuations can be more significant.

3. Comparison in the time domain
Barotropic tidal currents in Dixon Entrance are predicted reliably enough that a time-domain comparison
with significant wave heights at C46145 is possible. The
time series of hourly Hs values is dominated by the passage of consecutive weather systems, but often a semidiurnal oscillation can be seen even in the raw data. To
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further highlight these oscillations, we extracted the waveheight signal in the tidal band HTB, by filtering the Hs
time series by complex demodulation, centered at the
M2 semidiurnal frequency with a 2.1 rad day21 bandwidth. Figure 4 shows 19-day segments of modulations
of significant wave height overlaid on the east–west
component of the barotropic tidal currents u, normalized
by the maximum barotropic tidal speed at this location
umax 5 0.63 m s21. Wave-height fluctuations are normalized by the low-pass signal, obtained with a 13-point
boxcar filter (13-h cutoff). No information on the wave
direction is available, but it is likely that the wave field at
C46145 is dominated by waves entering from the open
Pacific. Therefore, we exclude periods with easterly (i.e.,
offshore) wind components, which might represent cases of mixed wave directions, from the following analysis. Thus, for all wave-height data included in the
analysis, u/umax is an estimate of the current component in the direction of the wave propagation.
The first example is taken from a period with relatively
low sea state with max(Hs) ’ 2 m and predominantly
westerly wind direction (Fig. 4a). During the second
segment, with max(Hs) ’ 6 m, there are some more
periods with waves that are potentially propagating westward, resulting in longer gaps in the wave-height fluctuation time series (Fig. 4b). However, in both examples
wave-height modulations of 15%–20% exist, and in general stronger modulations are associated with stronger
currents. Not every tidal cycle shows a modulation of
the wave height. Therefore, when wave modulations occur, they are, on average, larger than the 3% average
wave-height increase obtained from the increase in total
variance (Fig. 2b).
Maybe even more remarkable than the magnitude of
the wave modulation is the consistent phase relation,
with increasing wave heights when wave propagation
and currents are in the same direction and decreasing
wave heights during the tidal phase of opposing currents. For each tidal cycle, we define wave-height modulations DH as the peak and trough values of HTB and
compare these with the current velocity at the time
of the DH occurrences. Despite the wide scatter of individual data points, the average value of wave-height
fluctuations for the entire data record with westerly wind
directions clearly shows a positive correlation with the
east–west component of the barotropic tidal current (Fig.
5), confirming the phase relation observed in the records
from the shorter time series (Fig. 4).

4. Discussion
There are no observations or detailed model results
of currents at the offshore buoy locations, and therefore
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a direct comparison of the Hs modulation and the nearinertial current in the time domain is not possible. One
possible mechanism for generating the observed waveheight modulations is that, for local wind-generated waves,
it is the relative wind that matters (Fairall et al. 1996).
This will be reduced if wind and current are in the same
direction, leading to smaller waves, and vice versa. The
significant wave height depends on many factors, but
in wind-generated seas it generally scales with the wind
speed U squared: Hs } U2/g, with gravitational acceleration g (Holthuijsen 2007). Thus, a relative wind U 6 u,
where u is the magnitude of the current speed, will
be associated with wave-height fluctuations DHs/Hs 5
62u/U. For typical conditions, with u 5 0.2 m s21 and
U 5 10 m s21, this yields wave-height fluctuations of
64%. However, the wave climate in the northeastern
Pacific is largely dominated by mature seas, and less
than 5% of the data correspond to actively wind-forced
waves with U . cp, where cp is the dominant phase
speed of the waves.
Another possibility, for both swell and locally generated waves, is interaction of the waves with the currents.
The theoretical framework for wave–current interactions
is based on the conservation of wave action A 5 E/v9,
where E is the wave energy density and v9 is the intrinsic
wave frequency (Bretherton and Garrett 1968). Perhaps
the most familiar wave–current interaction occurs for
wave propagation from still water into an opposing current, as for waves propagating into an estuary, or waves
propagating toward a tidal front (e.g., Baschek 2005).
In that case, for weak currents the local wave energy
density is increased by a factor of (1 1 6u/c0)21 if u is
the speed of the opposing current and c0 is the wave
phase speed in still water (Phillips 1977). For typical
current speeds of 0.2 m s21 and c0 5 10 m s21, this
translates into wave-height modulations of 66%.
Of course, the current field is not simply one dimensional, but significant changes in wave height are also
expected as a consequence of refraction in more complicated current patterns. For example, major amplification
may be experienced by waves propagating across a simple
current jet, if the incident angle is shallow (Garrett 1976).
In the present situation, the current also varies with
time. However, the role of time dependence is merely
to change, with time, the current gradient into which
the waves propagate. In the open northeastern Pacific,
waves with a typical group speed of .5 m s21 travel more
than 60 km in the 3–4 h over which significant temporal changes in near-inertial currents occur, and this is
comparable to the 100 km or less over which the currents
change spatially.
Thus, both mechanisms, change of relative wind
forcing and wave–current interaction, could result in
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FIG. 5. Wave-height modulations by tidal currents, showing the
average fluctuation of significant wave height as a function of the
east–west component of barotropic tidal currents for station C46145
(central Dixon Entrance). The dashed lines represent 1 standard
deviation of the spreading, and the vertical error bars represent the
uncertainty of the average.

noticeable modulations of the significant wave height,
with the latter likely being more relevant in the swelldominated wave climate of the northeastern Pacific.
Further investigation is needed to establish why in Dixon
Entrance (C46145) wave heights increase during periods
of wave propagation in the direction of the barotropic
tidal current and decrease in opposing currents. In particular, baroclinic tides may play a significant role in this
area (B. Crawford 2012, personal communication).
It would be useful if the occasional large modulation
of Hs could be included in wave forecasts. Only a few
operational wave forecast models include tidal currents
as input parameters (WISE Group 2007), and the forecasts issued by Environment Canada for Dixon Entrance neglect wave–current interactions. None of the
operational wave forecast models considers the effect
of near-inertial currents, and doing so would require
first that an operational model for these currents be
developed. In the meantime, it makes sense to be aware
of the possibility that significant modulation can occur.
Opposing currents could also trigger nonlinear instabilities that lead to enhanced wave breaking and potentially more frequent rogue wave occurrences (Toffoli
et al. 2011; Onorato et al. 2011).
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Furthermore, near-inertial waves constitute the most
energetic portion of the internal wave band and globally
may contribute O(25%) of the energy flux required to
maintain the abyssal stratification (Alford et al. 2012),
thus playing a role comparable to that of internal tides
in deep-ocean mixing. So far, observational data on nearsurface inertial currents have tended to come from short
records that do not permit reliable determination of
the frequency blue shift, although this is an important
factor affecting the energy flux from the surface into
deeper waters. Long records from routine wave-height
observations are widely available and may help to shed
new light globally on the blue shift and on characteristics, such as the intermittency and strength, of nearinertial currents.
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